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.4 A long-time lover of oils, Amanda George is a renowned hair and beauty 
expert, who has been formulating healthy hair treatments on her clientele by 
custom blending both locally produced and exotic oils for years.   
All ROIL products are curated using a selection of oils, blended into each 
formula to naturally benefit the hair and skin. These key ingredients, such as 
cold pressed Rose Hip Oil, Coconut Oil and Amla Oil (or Indian Gooseberry 
Oil) are carefully blended to leave hair and skin well balanced and youthful.  

The sophisticated blend of Sandalwood with a light hint of Mandarin, creates 
this unique gender neutral ROIL scent, developed by the creators  for their 
love of yoga and meditation. 

The unique scent is sensual, woody, and, yet reserved, leaving you with 
enhanced clarity and focus.

ROIL (A little bit of ROYALTY with a touch of OIL) embodies ancient wisdom 
reinvented for the millennial lifestyle. 

Roil is a lifestyle brand with different facets that harmonize together: travel, 
style, beauty products, and salons for the discerning clientele. As the 
hospitality and beauty industry  continue to evolve, there is an ever-growing 
desire for exceptional products that are beneficial and environmentally 
conscious. This aspect of the brand reflects Roil's commitment to aligning 
beauty with social and environmental awareness. 

Artfully blending a passion for color, a fervor for fragrance, and an instinctive 
understanding of luxury, British-born celebrity colorist and international salon 
owner Amanda George joins forces with her husband, travel and luxury 
industry guru Emad Ghobrial, to explore a new portal into the olfactory 
sphere with Roil.
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